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BY EMAIL: clerk@iverparishcouncil.gov.uk                   

 plan@iverparishcouncil.gov.uk 
 

 19th July, 2021 

 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
THE IVERS PARISH COUNCIL NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 2020-2036 
PRE-SUBMISSION CONSULTATION UNDER REGULATION 14 OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD 
PLANNING (GENERAL) REGULATIONS 2012 (AS AMENDED) 
RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF DAVID WILSON HOMES SOUTHERN 
 
We write on behalf of our client, David Wilson Homes Southern (DWHS), in response to the above 
consultation which seeks the views of interested parties on The Ivers Parish Council consultation on 
the pre-submission draft of The Ivers Neighbourhood Plan under Regulation 14 of the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended).  These representations follow 
DWHS response to The Ivers Parish Council Neighbourhood Plan Issues and Options Questionnaire 
submitted in September 2017 and the pre-submission informal consultation held in Spring 2021. 
 
Background and Context 
 
DWHS has an interest in a parcel of land to the south of Iver High Street extending to 31.4ha and 
known as ‘Land south of Iver Village’, (See Location Plan at Appendix 1). The Site is identified as 
part of a wider potential development location under ‘Site 9 - Land south of Iver Village’ in Plan D 
of the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan. The land is currently open and undeveloped except for 
a property to the south of the Site.  The Site, which was promoted through the now withdrawn 
Chiltern & South Bucks Local Plan (CSBLP), has the potential to accommodate a significant number 
of new homes, a relief road, additional services and facilities to support the Village (such as a new 
primary school, a medical centre and recreational facilities) and areas of public open space.   
 
The Ivers Neighbourhood Plan  
 
A Neighbourhood Plan must be in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in any 
development plan that covers their area.  In the context of The Ivers, and following the withdrawal 
of the CSBLP, this comprises the saved policies of the South Bucks District Local Plan (March, 1999) 
and the South Bucks Core Strategy (February 2011).   
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Following local government re-organisation in April 2020, South Bucks District Council combined 
with Chiltern, Wycombe and Aylesbury Vale District Councils and Buckinghamshire County Council 
to become a new unitary local authority, Buckinghamshire Council.  Buckinghamshire Council is in 
the early stages of preparing their new Local Plan, which is intended for adoption in 2024.  It is 
acknowledged, in paragraph 3.12-3.17 of the Pre-Submission Draft Neighbourhood Plan (dNP), that 
given potential amendments to the spatial strategy, housing need and the requirement to 
accommodate unmet need arising from Slough Borough Council as part of the outcomes of the 
Wider Area Growth Study, it is difficult for the dNP to effectively anticipate its quantum of housing 
growth. As such, DWHS welcomes the commitment of the Parish Council to an early review of the 
Neighbourhood Plan to deal with the matter of housing growth to ensure consistency and general 
compliance with the development plan in the future. 
 
As the development plan policies predate the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF, 2019) the provisions set out in the Framework will be particularly important considerations 
in shaping the dNP policies until the plan making process for the Buckinghamshire Local Plan (BLP) 
advances and is afforded greater weight.  
 
We therefore support the intent of the dNP and limit our responses to those policies where a 
contribution at this stage is considered helpful having particular regard to the ‘basic conditions’ as 
set out in paragraph 8 of Schedule 4B to the Town and County Planning Act 1990 (as amended) and 
the potential benefits development of Land to the south of Iver Village could provide for traffic and 
air quality. 
 
Policy IV1 - Gaps between Settlements  
 
The dNP defines five ‘Local Gaps’ within the parish, the spatial purpose of which seeks to prevent 
the visual coalescence of the settlements.  The draft policy notes that development proposals which 
lie within a defined Local Gap must be located and designed in such a way as to prevent the visual 
coalescence of the settlements.   
 
Land between Iver Village to the Ridgeway Industrial Estate is identified as Local Gap ‘Area E’ and 
includes land controlled by DWHS to the south of Iver Village.   Justification for the identification of 
this area as a Local Gap is set out within the draft policy supporting text at para. 5.18 and notes 
whilst Green Belt assessments indicate this area of land is a functionally constituent part of Iver, 
further development in this location would result in the physical erosion and visual perception of 
the separation of Iver Village and Ridgeway Industrial Estate.  
 
Following the informal dNP consultation held by the Parish in March 2021, DWHS acknowledge and 
welcome the further work undertaken by the Parish in commissioning LanDesign, in April 2021, to 
undertake a Landscape Appraisal of the proposed Local Gap allocations.   In reviewing the 
conclusions of the appraisal in connection with Local Gap Area E, it is noted that the proposed gap 
seeks to avoid the coalescence of the southern boundary of Iver Village and the Ridgeway 
Industrial Estate and that the existing field pattern provides an effective landscape 
break/delineation between residential and industrial uses.  It further notes that the western edge of 
the Local Gap is co-incident with the eastern edge of Gap B (Iver Village and Shreding Green) and 
that, when taken together, both gaps would provide a continuous and effective landscape buffer of 
open land to the south and south-western edge of Iver Village drawn along defensible boundaries. 
 
As drafted, Policy IV1 seeks to introduce requirements which are not consistent with national policy 
and will not contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. DWHS therefore maintain 
their strong objection to the identification of land between Iver Village and Ridgeway Industrial 
Estate as a Local Gap as we comment in detail below.   
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The dNP recognises that all the land identified for ‘Local Gap’ designation lies within the Green Belt, 
and therefore already benefits from a high level of protection from inappropriate development.  
However, in anticipation of the pressures of housing growth and the associated possible exceptional 
circumstances case for Green Belt release in the emerging BLP, the dNP states the identification of 
Local Gaps reflects an expression of community support for retaining settlement identity and land 
valued by the local people for that purpose. 
 
Notwithstanding our objection to the identification of land between Iver Village and the Ridgeway 
Industrial Estate as a Local Gap, as worded this policy in its entirety is considered unnecessary. The 
identified Local Gaps are all within the Green Belt where inappropriate development is, by 
definition, harmful under the Framework (Section 13) and saved development plan policies (Saved 
Local Plan policies GB1-5 and Core Strategy Spatial Strategy and Core Policy 1).  The purposes of 
the Green Belt as set out in para 134 of the NPPF are noted to, inter-alia, check the unrestricted 
sprawl of large built-up areas, prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another, safeguard the 
countryside from encroachment, and preserve the setting and character of historic towns.  
Collectively these purposes serve to prevent both the spatial and visual aspects of potential 
coalescence, thereby serving the purpose and objectives of draft Policy IV1. 
 
To further justify and support the identification of the proposed Local Gap allocations, the dNP now 
includes a Landscape Appraisal, prepared by LanDesign, at Appendix A.  This high-level appraisal 
seeks to assess the sustainability, in landscape terms, of Policy IV1 through a review of the 
landscape character and visibility of each proposed Gap.  
 
The Landscape Appraisal suggests that it has been undertaken “to review proposed local gap 
designations and corridors of significance in order to assess their robustness in landscape terms 
with a view  to confirming their inclusion in the draft neighbourhood plan Policy IV1; Gaps between 
settlements”; however, with regard to robustness, there is no methodology underpinning the 
appraisal, no definition of how local gaps function, nor an assessment of the minimum extent of 
land which would function as a local gap, as required by the draft policy, which states that the gap 
designations are ‘considered to be the minimum area of land necessary for the policy to have 
effect’.   
 
Instead, rather than starting from first principles in terms of defining the function of Local Gaps 
and then assessing the relative suitability of land within the Parish to deliver this function, the 
Landscape Appraisal appears to be a retrospective, reviewing only the proposed Local Gaps and 
suggesting minor adjustments to the alignment of the proposed Local Gap boundaries to follow 
existing features.   
 
The Landscape Appraisal furthermore starts with a flawed and muddled understanding of the 
purpose of Green Belt, in that it suggests it is “designed to maintain settlement gaps and affords a 
degree of protection against coalescence of settlements”.  However, that is inconsistent with the 
Green Belt purposes set out in the NPPF which specifically refers to neighbouring towns merging 
into one another rather than every settlement.  It also ignores the other purposes and in particular 
Purpose 1 and 3 in terms of checking unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas and assisting in 
safeguarding encroachment into countryside.  Whilst the Landscape Appraisal suggests that it has 
assessed the “potential effects of development on the identified gaps”, there is no assessment of 
the capacity of the Local Gaps to accommodate some development, with reference to suitable 
mitigation or landscape buffers, whilst preventing ‘visual coalescence’, in accordance with the policy 
requirement. This is relevant, as the wording of the policy does not preclude development within a 
Local Gap; but suggests that ‘development proposals that lie within a defined Local Gap must be 
located and designed in such a way as to prevent the visual coalescence of the settlements’.    
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This approach is reinforced in the Colne Valley Regional Park LCA, a background document referred 
to, and quoted, in the Landscape Appraisal.  The Landscape Appraisal quotes paragraph 2.14.10 of 
Colne Valley Regional Park LCA at paragraph 3.01, stating that… ‘for example Chiltern District and 
South Bucks District Councils have identified several Green Belt Preferred Option sites for housing 
development and a number of these will fall within the Colne Valley Project Area around Denham, 
Iver Heath and Iver village’, the Landscape Appraisal, however, fails to note the next sentence of 
the LCA which states that ‘this landscape character assessment will form an important baseline 
dataset with which to assess landscape and visual  sensitivities of each site and to seek 
opportunities for any development to positively reinforce and enhance local character or to create a 
new sense of place’, suggesting that the LCA is a tool for assisting with the assimilation of 
development, where needed, into the landscape, rather than having the objective of resisting all 
development.  
 
Considering this more positive approach to accommodating development, and the lack of any robust 
assessment of the proposed Local Gap boundaries and their capacity to accommodate some 
development, the delineation of gaps in Neighbourhood Plans should, at most, only be illustrated 
diagrammatically, with any proposed development within gaps being assessed on their merits set 
out in supporting information, including identifying the specific landscape and visual effects and 
any potential for visual coalescence between settlements. 
 
The intent of the Policy IV1 is set out to prevent the visual coalescence of settlements, however 
with regard to Area E specifically, the Ridgeway Industrial Estate is not an identified settlement 
and, therefore, does not fit with the objectives of the policy, neither in terms of the policy wording 
and its supporting text, nor the Landscape Appraisal.   Settlements within the Borough are set out 
in Paragraph 5.14 of the dNP as Iver Heath, Iver, Richings Park and Slough.   
 
In addition, land between Ridgeway Industrial Estate and Iver is specifically noted to not prevent 
coalescence between settlements (Purpose 2 of the Green Belt) as these built areas are 
‘functionally and in policy terms both constituent parts of Iver and has little linkage with the wider 
countryside and a strong inter-visibility with the surrounding urban form (Purpose 3)’ (Paragraph 
6.4.64 of the Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment Part 1, March 2016), and therefore Area E, 
as a Local Gap, should therefore be deleted.  
 
As identified through a Green Belt Review undertaken by DWHS to support the promotion of Land 
to the south of Iver Village to the CSBLP, the Site is considered to make a very limited contribution 
to prevent neighbouring settlements from merging, given Iver is physically and visually separated 
from Langley and Slough to its south by fields, roads, the railway line and the Slough Arm of the 
Grand Union Canal.   
 
Moreover, the road network and the large-scale buildings on the Ridgeway Industrial Estate 
arguably exert an urbanising visual influence on the existing Village.  It is therefore considered 
development of Land to the south of Iver Village would, alongside further benefits outlined in the 
sections below, provide the opportunity to rationalise the fragmented settlement pattern of Iver 
and form a coherent settlement boundary of permanence to contribute to sustainable development. 
 
The dNP recognises that this type of ‘spatial expression’ in the Green Belt is rare but identifies 
precedent set in the ‘made’ Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale Neighbourhood Plan 2011-2026 
(ASSNP) in a ‘Gaps Between Villages’ policy.  However, it is considered there are some key 
differences in the two approaches.   
 
Firstly, the proposed Policy Inset Maps of the dNP illustrate the proposed Local Gaps as a blanket 
designation incorporating all land between the identified settlements.  This is contrary to the 
approach in the ASSNP where more selective gaps between villages are illustrated using a zig zag 
line covering a much smaller area. Little to no justification is provided within either the supporting 
text to draft Policy IV1 or the Landscape Appraisal on the extent of the gaps proposed or how their 
boundaries have been derived. 
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Secondly, the Examiners Report to the ASSNP, recognised that as drafted the original ‘gaps’ policy 
would be more onerous that Green Belt policy, as it did not allow for special circumstances, did not 
recognise the kind of development that would not be inappropriate development in the Green Belt 
or allow for development which could reduce the separation of built areas but still be sustainable.  
Finding no precedent for such an approach in the Framework, and noting the presumption in favour 
of sustainable development, the Examiner considered the ‘gaps’ policy would fail to have regard to 
national policy.   
 
Further recognising, in the case of the ASSNP, that Green Belt already separates all the villages 
and, as such, separation in a manner compatible with national planning policy is already performed, 
the Examiner recommends replacing the ‘gap’ policy with a more positively worded policy which 
instead seeks to reinforce the positive characteristics of the Gaps identified.   
 
As a result, the policy was amended in the final made ASSNP to ensure that development proposals 
in these areas complemented the relevant landscape characteristics through a series of specified 
criteria including, inter-alia, (a) locating structures where they will be viewed against built form, (b) 
retaining the proportion and scale of built structures and the space between them and (c) reference 
to the built vernacular of the neighbourhood area. The final policy therefore adopts a markedly 
different approach to that set out in the dNP and as a result cannot be used as an example of 
precedent. 
 
Whilst draft policy IV1 does not explicitly seek to restrict all development, as drafted and consistent 
with the Examiners findings into the ASSNP, it is more onerous than Green Belt policy set out within 
the Framework.  For example, it sets out that development must be located and designed in such a 
way as to prevent visual coalescence of the settlements.  It does not allow for the demonstration of 
very special circumstances; it furthermore does not recognise the kind of development that would 
not be in appropriate in the Green Belt or allow for development which could reduce the separation 
between settlements but still be sustainable.  
 
It furthermore focuses on ‘visual’ coalescence blurring the distinction between development that 
may physically reduce the separation between the settlements, has a landscape visual amenity 
impact, or indeed a visual impact in the assessment of the openness of the Green Belt.  It also does 
not allow for development which may for example reduce the separation of built-up areas (visually 
and/or physically) but still represent sustainable development.   
 
Taking all the above into account, and recognising the concerns raised by the Examiner into the 
ASSNP, DWHS considers that Policy IV1 as constructed does not have regard to the Framework and 
does not therefore meet the required basic conditions as set out in paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B 
to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 in that it fails to have regard to national and strategic 
policies in terms of the purposes of the Green Belt and as a result fails to contribute to the 
achievement of sustainable development.   
 
A policy defining Local Gaps is unnecessary, as the current designation of Green Belt affords a 
higher level of protection, with the associated tests to assess potential development as set out in 
national planning policy being the appropriate form of control.  For the above reasons DWHS object 
to the drafting of Policy IV1 and request it is deleted as unnecessary from the Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
Policy IV6 - Sustainable Travel 
 
DWHS supports the objectives of Policy IV6 which seek to encourage sustainable travel through the 
Parish together with the identification of an Active Travel Network as shown on the draft Policies 
Map.  DWHS further supports Part B of the policy which requires development proposals on land 
that lies within, or adjacent to, the Network to sustain and where practicable, enhance the 
functionality of the Network by virtue of their layout, means of access and landscape treatment. 
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Locating development, including new housing, close to the existing villages and well connected by 
pedestrian and cycle links will support the promotion of sustainable modes of travel to local shops, 
schools and community facilities minimising additional vehicular traffic generated by new 
development. 
 
DWHS proposals for ‘Land south of Iver Village’ would fully support Active Travel and enhance the 
functionality of the existing Active Travel Network and would therefore be fully compliant with 
policy IV6 of the dNP.  There are planned Active Travel measures close to Site 9 where funding is 
being sought. These are shown on Page 41 of the dNP.   
 
A conceptual masterplan for the Site, enclosed at Appendix 2 and within the Vision Document at 
Appendix 3, illustrates a comprehensive Active Travel Network solution, proposed within the 
landscape buffer adjacent to the proposed Iver Village Relief Road (shown dashed black on the 
enclosed plan), creating safe and attractive routes for pedestrians and cyclists through the 
development. Safe crossing points can be achieved where key pedestrian and cycle routes cross the 
Iver Village Relief Road and link into the existing network of PRoWs and wider pedestrian/cycle 
network. 
 
In addition, a series of pedestrian and cycle routes will link into Iver’s existing walk and cycle 
network to provide access to local facilities, thereby encouraging sustainable travel in and around 
the community. Links will also connect between the Site and the rail station. 
 
Iver benefits from a good range of services and amenities including: 
 
• Iver village centre and the High Street, which comprises shops, restaurants and pubs, the 

Village Hall, churches, Iver Medical Centre, a pharmacy, dental practice and a post office; 
• The Iver Village Infant and Junior School are located approximately 450m and 500m from 

the Site; and 
• Employment opportunities at Ridgeway Trading Estate, Thorney Business Park and Court 

Lane Estate, and further afield in central London, Uxbridge, Slough and Heathrow 
employment zone. 

 
Additional facilities would furthermore be provided within any proposed development for the Site 
and likely include the following, which accord with the opportunities for improvement outlined in 
para 5.30 of the dNP: 
 
• Primary school; 
• Local shops; 
• Healthcare facility; 
• Open space, play and recreation areas; 
• Secure cycle parking at key locations; 
• Enhanced bus service(s) and waiting facilities; 
• ‘Safe streets’ for walking to school; and 
• Inclusive improved access to footpaths and PRoWs. 

 
The proposed development aims to maintain and strengthen the landscape character of the Site and 
its surroundings by adopting the following key principles, which are considered complementary to 
developing a high-quality Active Travel Network as set out in IV6: 
 
• Careful consideration of the proposed layout to form a coherent extension to Iver; 
• Provision of a strong, green buffer on the southern edge of the Relief Road through the 

Site, to provide a defensible boundary to the Green Belt; 
• Provide a robust settlement boundary through new structural planting along the Relief Road 

and the enhancement of existing planting along the southern development edge, to provide 
a definitive and attractive southern edge to Iver, whilst contributing positively to the wider 
landscape character; 
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• Retain and enhance existing vegetation wherever possible and viable; 
• Provide additional tree planting along Thorney Lane North frontage; 
• Provide connections to the retained Iver Recreation Ground; 
• Maintain and enhance existing footpath links into the network of footpaths, including the 

Grand Union Canal; and 
• Provide green links to connect existing and proposed open spaces creating a network of 

recreational opportunities. 
 
DWHS is entirely supportive of the sustainable travel policy set out in IV6 A, B and C.  Their 
emphasis on the above proposals for the potential development of Land south of Iver Village are 
fully compliant with the following requirements of dNP: 
 

“5.27 The policy seeks to encourage safe, accessible and convenient means of 
walking, cycling and horse riding through the Parish. It refines Core Strategy Policy 7 
by providing a local element to its provisions. Additionally, as set out in Policy IV7, 
proposals will also need to ensure it accords with development plan policies which 
seek to improve air quality. 
 
5.28  The policy implements elements of a Report to the Highways & Infrastructure 
Committee of The Ivers Parish Council in September 2020 included in the evidence 
base of the plan. The report identifies that the low levels of usage of the existing 
Network is associated with the lack of facilities and fast-moving traffic (including 
HGVs) on narrow roads. More importantly it highlights the fragmented nature of the 
existing Network which the policy seeks to address. 
 
5.29 …Where proposals include provision for landscaping, new means of access or 
new layouts, there may be an opportunity to relate the land better to the Network. At 
the very least, the policy requires that proposals that will undermine the existing 
value of the Network will be refused permission.” 

 
Importantly for Iver, if Land south of Iver Village were to come forward, then the Active Travel 
measures would not be exclusively beneficial to the site, the introduction of the new Relief Road as 
part of the proposals would also provide wider and significant benefits to the existing community of 
Iver village to the north, including an enhanced safer and cleaner High Street environment where 
Active Travel could thrive in serving local amenities, businesses, and education. It is therefore 
considered that Land south of Iver Village’ because of its fundamental capability to deliver a Relief 
Road for Iver, would deliver the most sustainable travel benefits of all the development opportunity 
sites relating to Iver in the dNP and at minimum cost to the public purse.  Conclusively, Land south 
of Iver Village could be fully compliant with Policy IV6, Sustainable Travel of the dNP.  
 
 
Policy IV7 - Air Quality 
 
Iver Parish is currently covered by an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA). Harmful levels of 
nitrogen dioxide on the High Street breach legal limits, which could cause serious respiratory and 
heart conditions for local people. There is also particulate matter pollution present for which there 
is currently no evidence to support a safe level of exposure. 
 
Delivery of the proposed development and Relief Road on Land south of Iver Village would lead to 
removal of a large proportion of HGVs and traffic from Iver High Street, which sits within the 
AQMA. This is likely to reduce air pollution on the High Street and around sensitive receptors, such 
as Iver Infant and Junior Schools, and give an overall improvement in air quality. 
 
In terms of proposed development of the Site, then the separation from the M25 motorway, and the 
prevailing wind direction, that will blow traffic emissions away from the Site, mean that local air 
quality will not cause significant design constraints for the proposed development. 
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Moreover, it is a key consideration that development proposals on Land south of Iver Village will go 
significantly further in providing benefits relating to this policy and relieving Ivers long term air 
quality issues, because of the wider Air Quality benefits the Relief Road would bring to Iver High 
Street and local community. Notwithstanding this, it is considered a missed opportunity of Policy 
IV7 of the dNP not to go further than just identifying the unresolved problem of HGVs contributing 
to poor air quality, as stated in para. 5.31: 

 
“5.31 … The high number of HGVs passing through the parish has long been 
recognised as a concern and remains unresolved. A large influx of HGVs is also 
expected in the area during the construction of planned National Infrastructure 
Projects. As a result of this, the entire parish has been designated as an Air Quality 
Management Area (AQMA). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) mean concentrations (μg/m3) 
continue to be recorded either just below or well above air quality objectives in 
England (set at 40 μg/m3)1.” 

 
To reflect the substantial wide-reaching benefits a Relief Road would bring to Iver, it is considered 
that IV7 of the dNP should go a step further and explicitly refer to the urgent need for a Relief 
Road for the High Street and suggest priority for the development of site(s) which are best placed 
to deliver this, which would subsequently indicate Land south of Iver Village to be comfortably best 
placed. 
 

“5.33 There is clear evidence that poor air quality has a significant impact on human 
health. The Neighbourhood Plan is seeking to address air quality through a number 
of its policies but given the severity of air quality issues in the parish, the policy 
seeks to manage and prevent further deterioration of existing poor air quality. The 
policy has taken inspiration from the withdrawn Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan 
Policy DM NP10 and leading-edge practice in the Draft London Plan as well as other 
Local Plans – Milton Keynes– and neighbourhood plans - Knightsbridge. 
 
5.34 The policy therefore also requires relevant development proposals to achieve at 
least Air Quality Neutral (AQN) standards, achieve ‘safe’ levels of indoor air quality, 
and encourage good design and appropriate renewable energy schemes in the 
absence of up to date strategic policies but in line with the NPPF.” 
 

A local air quality monitored study area, based around mitigation supporting the Land south of Iver 
Village proposals, including the Relief Road and management of the existing High Street, is 
expected to produce air quality improvement beyond AQN for transport related emissions within the 
existing AQMA. This is due to the outcome that congestion caused by HGVs within the AQMA would 
be considerably eased by the provision of an alternative, fit for purpose highway link in the form of 
the Relief Road, which would reflect a preferable less restricted route compared to the entirely 
unsuitable characteristics of Iver High Street where most through traffic and specifically HGVs could 
largely be removed and reassigned to the Relief Road. 
 

“5.38 There will be an increasing demand for electric vehicles in the future and 
therefore an increased requirement for electric vehicle charging provision. The policy 
therefore also seeks to secure adequate provision from development coming 
forward.” 
 

The Land south of Iver Village proposals will be fully facilitated to meet electric vehicle future 
demands in line with adopted standards at the time of agreeing a planning consent. 
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Policy IV8 - Managing Traffic 
 
It is acknowledged that the existing highway infrastructure currently in place to accommodate 
traffic, particularly in locations on the High Street and Thorney Lane North in Iver Village, is 
woefully inadequate and incompatible to the heavy daily traffic and proportions of HGVs that use 
these routes as an only option.  
 
Concerns are primarily centred on the road safety of pedestrians and other vulnerable users; 
congestion; journey delays; and associated air pollution. The High Street, which offers amenities, 
schools and visitor attractions is blighted on a daily basis by these negative traffic related impacts 
and especially at peak times. The historic physical geometry of the High Street, which relates to 
relatively narrow footways and carriageways, especially in combination with on-street parking and 
frequent access points, exacerbates these impacts. In addition, the levels of through-traffic are also 
a compounding factor as well as future traffic and HGV growth, the latter of which, in the next 10-
15 year period is likely to considerably worsen with the major transport infrastructure construction 
projects that are committed and/or planned in this time period, including Crossrail, Western Rail 
Link to Heathrow (WRLtH), Heathrow third runway, M4 SMART motorway and CEMEX extraction 
site. 
 
A Relief Road for Iver High Street is needed to remove HGV and through traffic from the village, 
and make its centre safer for pedestrians, and reduce congestion and air pollution through the 
village. This is needed as soon as possible not least because traffic and HGV will continue to grow 
especially with the major infrastructure construction projects that are due to come forward in this 
time period. 
 
As described in the earlier section of these representations (IV6 and IV7) Land south of Iver Village 
can comfortably satisfy IV8 policy of the dNP by delivering substantial public realm and traffic 
mitigation measures (as identified in Part A of draft Policy IV8) both directly to mitigate future 
development on the site and then with a wider reach to significantly benefit the wider community of 
Iver and the High Street. This includes improved north-south active travel connectivity, a new 
Relief Road and associated traffic management on the High Street to significantly enhance the 
future High Street environment from a road safety, congestion and air quality basis. 
 
The comprehensive package of measures that the Site can deliver in their entirety (and summarised 
in the response to draft Policy IV6), ensure any development would be fully compliant with Policy 
IV8, Parts A, B and C, when considering Iver.  
 
In common with draft Policy IV7, para 5.40 of IV8 of the dNP refers to the unresolved problem of 
HGVs and makes the first of, what is considered to be, too few references in the dNP to the 
important need for an Iver Relief Road: 

 
“5.40 It has long been recognised that there is an unresolved issue with a high 
number of HGVs travelling through the parish. The adopted 2011 Core Strategy 
policy 16 has made no impact on this matter. In Summer 2016, Bucks County 
Council commissioned a Traffic and Transport Study covering the mains 
settlements in the Parish which identified that the main route for HGVs will not 
change unless a Relief Road is considered. Bucks Council and the Ivers Parish 
Council continues to work together on the business case for the Iver Relief Road. 
If it is not possible to deliver a Relief Road this policy facilitates allocated funds 
being subsequently directed to the provision of alternative traffic mitigation 
measures to provide relief from heavy traffic, particularly that of HGV traffic, 
through the communities of The Ivers. The report also identified the following  
actions: 
 
 Green Strategic Network Signage, HGV bans (and enforcement 

infrastructure with AI) 
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 20mph speed limits 
 Vertical and horizontal traffic calming 
 Priority changes 
 Improved pedestrian and non motorised realm and infrastructure works 

with accompanying management plans 
 Improvements to existing highway network.” 
 

The unresolved issue of HGVs and the specific actions listed under para 5.40 are all achievable 
within the Land south of Iver Village proposals. Indeed, the conceptual masterplan and highway 
infrastructure mitigation embodies: HGV bans, 20mph speed limits, vertical and horizontal traffic 
calming, priority changes, improved pedestrian and non-motorised realm and infrastructure works 
and improvements to the existing highway network.   
 
The paragraph outlines the importance of a Relief Road but unfortunately raises some doubt on its 
delivery.  This position is well-known to DWHS and their consultant team through detailed technical 
assessment over recent years, concluding that issues of deliverability, including affordability are 
prevalent. Even if the challenging civil engineering constraints, multiple land acquisitions and 
exponential investment could be justified and overcome to deliver Buckinghamshire Council’s 
alternative option of a Relief Road, for example via Ridgeway Trading Estate, then this would not 
be implemented in its entirety for many years.  
 
This unsettled outlook is in considerable contrast to the opportunity and potential of Land south of 
Iver Village, which can deliver a private developer funded Relief Road for Iver in one early phase, 
across a much less challenging site.  Furthermore, delivery of a Relief Road in this location would 
enable a safer and more practical connection at the western end with Langley Park Road avoiding 
significant disruption to the inappropriate connection that the Buckinghamshire Council option 
would need to make with Mansion Lane/ Hollow Hill Lane and the significant engineering challenge 
of the adjacent rail and water ways, Cemex site and multiple land possessions. All of which result in 
a fraction of the delivery time and cost when taking forward the alternative option on land south of 
Iver Village. This developer funded construction cost for the Relief Road solution would furthermore 
free up precious public sector funds for other urgent needs in The Ivers and wider County. 
 
The second and important reference to Iver Relief Road is stated in Chapter 6. Implementation, 
section 6.4: 
 

“Local Infrastructure Improvements  
 
6.4 Where opportunities arise through Section 106 agreements (or through the 
Community Infrastructure Levy) to secure financial contributions to invest in 
improving local infrastructure, the Parish Council propose that the priorities for 
investment of future Community Infrastructure Levy, and/or S106 contributions 
received by the local planning authority are:  
 
 Traffic mitigation for the communities of the Ivers  
 Secondary School provision  
 Iver Heath Village Centre project  
 Iver Village Environmental Improvements - Creation of a traffic-calming 

scheme, streetscape improvements, highway de-cluttering and public realm 
enhancements to Iver Village linked to the delivery of the Iver Relief Road.  

 Improving local road and active travel infrastructure”  
 

The above requirements are entirely consistent with the proposals that Land south of Iver Village 
could deliver in part, or entirely as in the case of the 4th bullet. 
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Policy IV9 - Reducing Heavy Goods Vehicles 
 
Iver Village is served by an historic, narrow High Street with small shops and businesses on both 
sides, numerous accesses, on-street parking and narrow footways. HGV traffic in the local area has 
limited routing options due to various weight, width and height restrictions and has, for decades, 
been forced to use the High Street. The result is that a significant amount of HGV traffic currently 
travels through Iver Village, with surveys indicating that around 1,500 HGVs currently pass through 
the village on a typical weekday. 
 
Observations have indicated that there is significant traffic congestion and associated hazardous 
road safety conditions along the High Street. The combination of HGVs, on-street parking and high 
levels of through traffic increase the risk of conflict and contribute to a poor environment for 
people and transport movement.  An AQMA has been declared within the area, reflecting grave 
concerns on the levels of pollution that have been recorded on the High Street because of the 
polluting lorries especially during the slow-moving congested periods of each day. 
 
DWHS acknowledges recognition in the draft Neighbourhood Plan that Iver is impacted by HGVs and 
commercial vehicles and is pleased that the draft Plan supports proposals for development within 
HGV generating sites (as identified in the supporting Policies Map) which would seek to reduce the 
impact of these vehicle movements.   Equally, DWHS supports the thrust of the policy to refuse 
planning permission for uses which could exacerbate the problem.   
 
Unlike the latter part of the now withdrawn CSBLP draft policy DMCP4, the dNP does not make any 
reference to a potential Iver Relief Road or indeed how development proposals that could have an 
additional impact on traffic in the Ivers can contribute towards its delivery. 
 
A Relief Road on Land South of Iver Village would permanently remove the majority of HGVs and 
other through-traffic from Iver High Street and on to the new purpose-built road, designed to 
modern highway standards, away from Iver’s existing schools, main village centre and other local 
amenities. 
 
On a typical weekday, a Relief Road, located within Land south of Iver Village could, conservatively, 
be expected to remove around 700 HGVs and 5,000 vehicles from Iver High Street. 
 
To compound air quality and road safety conditions, HGV and traffic levels are predicted to increase 
in the near future, because of movement of material from major infrastructure projects nearby, 
such as the CEMEX works, the WRLtH project, M4 Smart Motorway works, completion of Crossrail 
and then possibly the considerable Heathrow Expansion in the longer term. Additionally, associated 
works with the WRLtH are anticipated to close Hollow Hill Lane, resulting in additional traffic 
routing through Iver. Continued growth in e-commerce and need for delivery and logistics will also 
contribute to growing proportions of medium and large goods vehicles on the route. In addition, 
any plans to permanently close alternative routes or indeed when congestion and delays occur on 
nearby M25 and M4 routes, then this often leads to more traffic reassigning via Iver and the High 
Street.  
 
The concept of an Iver Village Relief Road to reduce HGVs using the High Street is not a new one, 
and has been considered for over 25 years, but to date nothing has been suitably planned and 
delivered. This is now considered to be more critical than ever, and indeed, recent transport 
evidence states that an Iver Relief Road is ‘critical’ infrastructure, ‘required’ as part of the Local 
Plan. It has furthermore been stated in the evidence that ‘The County Council have advised that an 
Iver Relief Road is required to relieve the significant transport pressures in this part of the County.’ 
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Buckinghamshire Council published a Transport Paper (March 2010) which looked at the issues of 
HGV movements in and around the Iver/Richings area and have commissioned subsequent studies 
highlighting the considerable concern that such movements had on the residents of Iver Village, 
resulting in negative environmental, road safety and amenity issues in people’s everyday lives. The 
two schools located along the High Street are particularly prone to hazardous highway conditions 
created by heavy traffic flows and on-street parking combined with high numbers of HGV 
movements. 
 
There is a clear opportunity as part of the dNP to promote a Relief Road as part of sustainable 
development to assist in reducing the amount of HGV traffic movements through Iver Village, and 
as such deliver significant benefits to existing residents. Land south of Iver Village is considered 
best placed to achieve this most quickly and cost effectively. 
 
Key benefits a Relief Road for Iver as DWHS are proposing, include: 
 
• Potential to remove around 75% of HGV traffic (700 HGVs per day) and around a third of 

general traffic from Iver High Street; 
• No major physical barriers to cross, and therefore a cheaper, easier and quicker to deliver 

Relief Road than alternative options; 
• Purpose-designed Relief Road, connecting to suitable existing local roads, discouraging use 

of the High Street; 
• Potential traffic calming, such as gateway features and speed reduction, through the village 
• Road safety benefits for vulnerable users including pedestrians, school children and parents, 

cyclists etc; 
• A Relief Road that is entirely deliverable because of a favourable land ownership position; 
• A Relief Road that will be fully funded by the developer and not the taxpayer; and 
• Early phase delivery of the Relief Road, reducing development impact on the local road 

network, and reducing risk of delayed development (and therefore risks to five-year land 
supply) 
 

An Iver Village Relief Road would create a new settlement edge, thereby providing a well-contained 
and sustainable location for residential development to its north. Structural planting along the Iver 
Village Relief Road would screen the proposed development and provide a natural and defensible 
edge to an amended Green Belt boundary to maintain visual separation and prevent the 
coalescence of neighbouring settlements. 
 
Policy IV14 - PassivHaus Buildings 
 
This draft policy is in five parts, which in combination intend to deliver a step change in the energy 
performance of all new developments in the Parish, and in doing so encourage and incentivise the 
use of Passivhaus or equivalent standards of building design for all new building projects in the 
Plan area. 
 
Clause A requires developers to ensure the Government’s climate change and energy performance 
targets are addressed at the initial stages of design to ensure that opportunities to make spatial 
decisions on layout and the orientation of buildings is considered at the outset.   
 
Clause B requires all schemes, other than householder applications, to use the Passivhaus Planning 
Package (PHPP) or equivalent design methodology with a space heating demand of less than 
15KWh/m²/year for all buildings where feasible to do so.  The supporting text notes that scheme 
viability will not be an acceptable reason for not using PassivHaus or equivalent standard unless it 
can be demonstrated abnormal costs need to be accommodated. 
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Clauses C, D and E then set out the series of application requirements including the need for a Post 
Occupancy Evaluation Report (to be secured by condition), together with the submission of a Whole 
Life Cycle Carbon Emission Assessment and an Energy Statement with any application to 
demonstrate compliance with the Policy. 
 
In the absence of any current adopted or saved Policy in Buckinghamshire, or formerly the South 
Bucks District, we commend Iver Parish Council for supporting national objectives to address the 
climate change emergency.  However, DWHS raise key concerns about the policy wording as 
constructed which for the reasons set out below fails to meet the basic conditions as set out in 
paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Act 1990 and as applied to Neighbourhood 
Plans by Section 38A of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
 
Whilst DWHS welcome the approach and principle of considering climate change and energy 
performance targets from the outset of the design process in Clause A, greater clarity is required 
on defining the term ‘zero carbon ready by design’.  For example, is this just limited to spatial 
decision making or could it be interpreted to also encompass design decisions related to regulated / 
unregulated energy use, day to day operational energy use or life cycle carbon emissions included 
that embedded in the construction process?   
 
The policy furthermore stipulates ‘all development’ must be ‘zero carbon ready by design’.  This 
does not make any distinction between the different scales and types of development (such as 
changes of use or refurbishments) or indeed whether zero carbon ready applies to individual 
buildings or the development as a whole. 
 
The supporting text to Clause A at paragraph 5.58 notes this policy requires developers to ensure 
they address the Government’s climate change targets and energy performance at the very initial 
stages of design, yet this requirement is not reflected in the draft policy wording and indeed there 
is no supporting text to clarify the parameters and benchmarks that would need to have been met 
to achieve the ‘zero carbon ready by design’ status.   
 
It is therefore considered that Clause A fails to have regard to NPPF Policy paragraph 16(d) which 
requires Plans to contain ‘policies that are clearly written and unambiguous’ and at paragraph 
150(b) which requires ‘any local requirements for the sustainability of buildings to reflect 
Government’s policy for national technical standards’. 
 
Clause B seeks to set a specific space heating demand target of 15KWh/m²/yr, based on 
PassivHaus standards, for all new development other than householder extensions.  It is recognised 
that Clause B flexibly allows for the use of alternative equivalent design methodologies and the 
target is ‘only where feasible’ but DWHS objects to the wording and content of the clause.  
 
Whilst the Planning and Energy Act 2008 currently permits the setting of energy efficiency 
standards in development plan policies that exceed the energy efficiency requirements of building 
regulations, the Written Ministerial Statement (WMS) on Plan Making (March, 2015) has sought to 
clarify the Government’s expectations for their use. The WMS notes that such policies should not be 
used to set conditions on planning permissions with requirements above the equivalent of the 
energy requirement of Level 4 of the Code for sustainable homes (approximately 20% above 
current Building Regulations).   
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The adoption of PassivHaus standards far exceed current Building Regulations and can be assumed 
in principle to sit somewhere between the 31% and 75% levels of carbon reduction targets in 
delivering the proposed stepped changes to Part L of Building Regulations and The Future Homes 
Standards respectively.   Moreover, the passivhaus standard is almost entirely focussed on energy 
use reduction measures, rather than allowing energy to be offset through the use of renewables or 
other technologies as currently permitted in indeed proposed in emerging national policy. 
PassivHaus standards therefore do not directly address the metric for national targets, carbon 
dioxide emissions, contrary to the Government’s zero carbon buildings policy.   Accordingly, Clause 
B as drafted proposes local sustainability requirements which are inconsistent with the 
Government’s zero carbon buildings policy.  
 
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (Ref ID: 6-009-20150327) further sets out that local requirements 
for zero carbon or a buildings sustainability should be based on robust and credible evidence and 
pay careful attention to viability.    
 
The supporting text to Clause B states that viability is not an acceptable reason for not adopting 
PassivHaus or equivalent standards.  However, contrary to the requirements set out in the PPG and 
the dNP, this policy is not supported by evidential justification for the Parish Council’s approach and 
the adoption of energy efficiency standards that exceed Building Regulation requirements.   
 
Technical evidence has not been provided to justify a local approach which exceeds or unilaterally 
amends the requirements set out nationally or indeed within the Local Plan in the balanced 
consideration of achieving sustainable development. There is no evidence that the Council’s 
approach has been the subject of viability testing to appraise the impact the policy would have on 
the delivery of development.   
 
Clause B allows for development proposals to differ in plot size, layout and density, from that 
within the local character area where it will not have a significant harmful effect, to maximise the 
potential for the development to meet PassivHaus standards. This is inconsistent with development 
plan policies relating to high quality design, character and amenity, material considerations which 
collectively also have an impact on the acceptability/or otherwise of a development proposal. There 
is furthermore no guidance to define what would constitute a ‘significant harmful effect’.   
 
This ambiguity also continues in the lack of clarification, again in the clause wording, on what type 
of development the targets apply to, making no distinction between residential/non-residential and 
new build/refurbishment development. 
 
Clause E sets out requirements for all major applications to be supported by an Energy Statement 
the content of which is outlined in the supporting text at Para. 5.65 and recognises the need for 
proposals to address and exceed Future Homes Standards.  It also notes the Energy Statement 
should including a Carbon Emission Assessment to minimise, inter-alia embodied emissions.  It is 
therefore considered that Clause D of Policy IV14 is superfluous.  
 
Clause C sets out the requirements for a Post Occupancy Evaluation Report to be secured by 
condition on any planning permission for new and refurbished buildings.  Whilst DWHS recognises 
the value of this both for commercial purposes and customer satisfaction, the Future Homes 
Standard proposes to introduce a new compliance report, Building Regulations England Part L 
(BREL) to provide a unified approach to assessing and appraising the as built energy calculations.   
 
DWHS therefore raise concern that any requirement to submit further post occupation evaluation 
could lead to confusion and inconsistency due to possible differing parameters and tests.  It could 
also require an over-prescriptive requirement for intrusive monitoring of privately owned 
developments post occupation which would be unimplementable and unenforceable.  It is therefore 
requested that Clause C is deleted, and monitoring measures are left to be incorporated within 
Energy Statements and discussed on an individual project basis in line with emerging national 
guidance. 
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DWHS as an organisation continues to support and work with Local Authorities and Central 
Government towards the adoption of Part L1a in Building Regulations which has been developed in 
consultation across the sector and taken account of key opportunity and barriers in the UK market 
to deliver the zero-carbon agenda.  As part of the UK’s largest housebuilder, Barratt Developments 
Plc, DWHS is committed to creating a positive, social and economic legacy for future generations 
and have developed a road map towards building zero carbon homes at scale by 2030.  This is set 
within a wider Sustainability Framework of goals including, inter-alia, 100% of operational 
electricity from renewable sources by 2025 20% less construction waste by 2025 (from a 2015 
baseline) and 100% of centrally procured timber from sustainable sources. 
 
Whilst the Parish should be commended for seeking to promote ambitious sustainability targets, it 
is considered that the strict adoption of PassivHaus standards in Policy IV14 would be inflexible, 
unviable and inconsistent with the NPPF and the Government’s emerging Future Homes standard.       
 
DWHS objects to clauses B, C and D for the reasons set out above and request they are either 
deleted or, alternatively, amended to be more positively worded to support sustainable 
development that delivers higher standards voluntarily.   
 
POLICY IV15: THORNEY BUSINESS PARK 
 
Draft Policy IV15 identifies, that in the event exceptional circumstances can be justified to release 
land from the Green Belt in a future Local Plan or that very special circumstances can be made in a 
planning application to justify inappropriate development in the in Green Belt on land at and 
adjoining Thorney Business Park, proposals will be supported provided a set of key development 
principles can be met. 
 
DWHS strongly objects to the identification of support for development proposals at Thorney 
Business Park in the dNP.  It is not appropriate to include reference in the policy to the long-term 
development potential of Thorney Business Park because there is not, at this stage and following 
the withdrawal of the CSBLP, sufficient evidence to show that there are not other as, or more 
suitable locations, for new housing growth in Iver such as DWHS’ land at South of Iver. Such 
matters must be addressed in the strategic plan for the area (the Local Plan) rather than be 
prejudged by the Neighbourhood Plan which does not actually seek to review the Green Belt (and 
cannot justify this policy as it has not undertaken a Green Belt review) or propose to allocate 
development. This policy must be deleted and fails to meet the basic conditions as set out in 
paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 in that it fails to have 
regard to the national plan making policies set out in NPPF and conflicts with the strategic policies 
contained within the development plan.  
 
As part of the consultation to the now withdrawn CSBLP, Barton Willmore, on behalf of DWHS made 
extensive representations concerning the ability of Thorney Business Park to deliver the housing 
numbers envisaged, the sustainability and accessibility of the Site and the potential loss of an 
important visual gap between Iver and Richings Park.  Furthermore, given complications and the 
scale of costs involved, DWHS considers there is much greater risk in this Site successfully being 
able to deliver any future possible relief road for Iver, failing to achieve the dNP aspirations to 
reduce HGV and commercial traffic on Iver High Street and associated with this, improve air quality 
and environmental health.   
 
Summary  
 
DWHS commends the Parish in the work undertaken to prepare the dNP and the objectives and 
aspirations set out therein.  However, as set out in detail above, concern is raised regarding the 
following key policies: 
 
• Policy IV1 - Gaps between Settlements 
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DWHS object to the identification of land between Iver Village and Ridgeway Industrial 
Estate as a Local Gap.  The Local Gaps identified all lie within designated Green Belt, the 
purpose of which is to, inter-alia, protect the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas and 
prevent neighbouring towns merging into each other.  As constructed, Policy IV1 does not 
have regard to the Framework and therefore fails to meet the basic conditions as set out in 
paragraph 8 of Schedule 4B to the Town and County Planning Act 1990 (as amended) and 
should be deleted. 
 

• Policy IV7 - Air Quality  
 
Recognising the issues concerning the potentially harmful levels of pollution that have been 
recorded on the High Street and the potential for this to increase due to the movement of 
material from major infrastructure projects, it is considered Policy IV7, as drafted, misses an 
important opportunity to explicitly refer to the urgent need for delivery of a Relief Road for 
the High Street and suggest a priority for the site(s) which are best placed to deliver and or 
contribute to this. 

 
• Policy IV8 - Managing Traffic 

 
In common with draft policy IV7, Policy IV8 as constructed misses an opportunity to 
explicitly reference the need for a Relief Road for Iver and the opportunity for new 
development proposals to contribute towards its delivery in part C. 

  
• Policy IV9 - Reducing HGV’s 

 
As set out in the body of the document, the most effective and long-term solution to 
reducing HGV movements through Iver would be through the delivery of a new Relief Road 
and in keeping with responses to IV7 and IV8, DWHS request that additional reference is 
made to the needs and aspirations for a Relief Road to reduce HGV movements in the 
Village. 
 

• Policy IV14 - PassivHaus Buildings 
 
Whilst DWHS support the aspirations of the Parish Council to address climate change and 
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, Policy IV14 seeks to exceed 
requirements set out in the development plan without sufficient evidential justification or 
viability appraisal.  With the Government set to adopt the Future Homes Standard, the 
application of further local standards is considered unnecessary and inconsistent with the 
requirements of paragraph 150(b) of the NPPF which notes that any local requirements for 
the sustainability of buildings should reflect the Government’s policy for national technical 
standards.  It is suggested that this policy is amended and more positively worded to 
encourage and perhaps incentivise the delivery of developments which deliver higher 
standards to exceed the requirements of Building Regulations Part L1a voluntarily.  
 

• Policy IV15 - Thorney Business Park  
 

DWHS strongly objects to the identification of support for development proposals at Thorney 
Business Park in the dNP.  It is not appropriate to include reference in the policy to the 
long-term development potential of Thorney Business Park because there is not, at this 
stage and following the withdrawal of the CSBLP, sufficient evidence to show that there are 
not other as, or more suitable locations for new housing growth in Iver such as DWHS’ land 
at South of Iver. 
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Conclusions 
 
In the context of the responses provided, DWHS has taken the opportunity to highlight the 
potential of Land south of Iver Village as a prospective development Site to provide sustainably 
located residential development which would provide the opportunity to deliver the following key 
benefits to the local community of Iver, addressing a number of objectives of both the emerging 
Neighbourhood Plan and Buckinghamshire Council. 
 
• The opportunity to fully fund and directly deliver within 2 years of commencement of 

development a ‘Relief Road’ to the south of Iver Village to enable a significant reduction in 
the amount of HGV movements running through the Village, together with a reduction in 
other vehicular traffic to the benefit of Air Quality.  The relief road would extend between 
appropriate junctions on Langley Park Road to the west of Iver High Street and Thorney 
Lane North to the north of the Ridgeway Trading Estate; 

 
• The opportunity to provide additional services and facilities such as a new primary school, a 

medical centre and recreational facilities well related to existing facilities in Iver village to 
enabling the integration of established and new communities; 

 
• Enhancing pedestrian and cycle access between Iver Railway Station and Iver Village; and 
 
• Providing a mix of new homes including affordable units alongside possible extra care 

provision. 
 

Further details of the development opportunity are set out within an indicative masterplan at 
Appendix 2 and a Vision Document at Appendix 3.  
 
We trust that this representation will assist The Ivers Parish Council in the ongoing preparation of 
the Neighbourhood Plan and we would be grateful to receive your acknowledgement of the 
submission.  We, furthermore, look forward and welcome the opportunity to meet with the 
Neighbourhood Plan Group and Parish Council to discuss the development opportunity on Land at 
South Iver and the role it might play in seeking to realise the dNP objectives. 
 
In the meantime, and if you wish to clarify any matters, please do not hesitate to contact me on 
0118 943 0000. 
 
Yours faithfully, 

 
CHARLOTTE O’MAHONY 
Associate 
 
 
Encs: Appendix 1 - Site Location Plan 
 Appendix 2 - Indicative Masterplan 
 Appendix 3 - Vision Document 
 
 
cc. S. Horsley - DWHS 
 J. Overend - Stantec 
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Introduction

SITE LOCATION  
& DESCRIPTION
The Site
The Site extends to approximately 31.4ha 
and lies at the southern edge of Iver. 
The Site is bound by existing residential 
development, the Iver Recreation Ground 
and allotments to the north; Thorney Lane 
North to the east and The Ridgeway Trading 
Estate and Thorney Lane Business Park to 
the south east. Shredding Green Farm and 
Langley Park Road are located to the north-
west, and agricultural fields form the south-
western site boundary. 

The Site comprises a number of agricultural 
fields, predominantly used for arable 
purposes and with some pasture and horse 
paddocks. Some built structures are located 
within the Site, including the Grange Farm 
Chicken Shed and associated buildings, 
a detached house and garage, and a 
dilapidated single storey building.

This document has been prepared on behalf of David Wilson Homes Southern and 
sets out the opportunity for residential development and an Iver Village Relief 
Road at land south of Iver Village, hereafter referred to as ‘the Site’. It demonstrates 
a sustainable and well-considered proposal, and sets out the suitability and 
deliverability of the Site to meet the local housing need. 

Wider Context
Iver village centre is located a short distance 
to the north of the Site and provides a 
good range of local facilities, including 
shops, restaurants and pubs, the Village 
Hall, churches, Iver Medical Centre, a 
pharmacy, dental practice and a post office. 
The Iver Village Infant and Junior School 
are located approximately 450m and 500m 
from the Site. Iver also benefits from local 
employment areas, including Ridgeway 
Trading Estate, Thorney Business Park 
and Court Lane Estate, and employment 
opportunities further afield in central 
London, Uxbridge, Slough and at Heathrow 
Airport.

The Site is well-connected via both public 
transport and road links. Iver Railway 
Station is situated approximately 1km to the 
south of the Site, providing regular services 
to London Paddington, Reading and Oxford. 
The arrival of the Elizabeth Line (Crossrail) 
(opening in 2020) will provide four high 

capacity services in each direction, allowing 
passengers to travel directly across central 
London. There are regular bus services from 
Iver village centre to Uxbridge and Slough. 
The M25 is located directly to the east of 
Iver, providing good road connections. 

Two public rights of way (PRoW) cross the 
Site providing connections to Iver village 
centre and a comprehensive network of 
recreation routes is in the vicinity of the 
Site, including the national Grand Union 
Canal Walk. A potential third footpath 
running across the northern part of the Site 
is currently being considered by the County 
Council.

Because of the Site’s proximity to local 
facilities and employment opportunities, 
and good accessibility of various modes of 
transport the Site is considered a sustainable 
location for residential development, and 
could contribute to the future housing needs 
of Iver and the wider District.
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CASE FOR NEW HOMES
The Chiltern and South Bucks Draft Local 
Plan 2036 identifies a need for 15,260 new 
homes over the period 2016 to 2036, or 763 
homes per annum across both districts (433 
in South Bucks). This calculation is based 
on the Government’s ‘Standard Method’ 
approach to calculating Housing Need 
as set out in Planning Practice Guidance 
(PPG) on Housing and Economic Needs 
Assessment (2019).  The Standard Method 
approach is designed to identify a minimum 
annual housing need and does not produce 
a housing requirement figure. The PPG 
encourages Local Authorities to consider 
local circumstances where actual housing 
need may be higher than the standard 
method.

Chiltern and South Bucks Districts are two 
of the most unaffordable authorities in 
the country: the average cost of a house in 
South Bucks is 18,36 times the gross annual 
wage, meaning that home ownership is 
unattainable for many. Government advises 
that boosting housing supply will improve 
affordability.

Whilst the Standard Method approach 
takes some account of affordability, the 
Government method applies a 40% cap to 
the level of uplift required to address local 
affordability requirements, meaning that a 
minimum housing requirement is calculated 
rather than actual housing need. The cap 
results in only 81% of actual housing need 
being planned for in South Bucks. The 
actual housing need without a 40% cap is 
19,540 over the plan period, or 977 a year 
(535 in South Bucks).

The Councils need to plan for more growth. 
The Draft Local Plan is woefully short of 
providing sufficient housing to meet the 
actual need. The Land South of Iver is a 
sustainable site which could accommodate 
approximately 500 new homes. The site 
should be allocated for Green Belt release in 
the emerging Local Plan to meet local needs.

POTENTIAL BuILT 
EXTENSION
As part of the emerging Local Plan process, 
the Chiltern and South Bucks identified 
potential locations for built area extensions 
to settlements within the district. ‘Land to 
the South of Iver Village’ was considered as 
a potential built extension to accommodate 
housing growth. However. the site was 
not taken forward as one of the preferred 
options for Green Belt release and allocation 
in the Local Plan.

This Development Vision Document aims to 
provide the Council, key stakeholders and 
other interested parties with justification as 
to why this site is suitable for development 
and allocation within the Draft Local Plan. 

This document identifies the clear benefits 
that a development would bring to the 
district and to the local area: approximately 
500 dwellings including affordable housing, 
a new Iver Relief Road, an extra care 
facilities, a primary school, a local centre 
including medical centre and generous 
amounts of public open space. In addition, 
this document also provides a justification 
as to why the Site should be taken out of the 
Green Belt.

CASE FOR A IVER VILLAgE 
RELIEF ROAD
Iver Village is served by an historic narrow 
High Street with busy shops and businesses 
on both sides, numerous accesses, on-street 
parking and narrow footways. HGV traffic 
in the local area has limited routing options 
due to various weight, width and height 
restrictions and has, for decades, been 
forced to use the High Street. The result is 
that a significant amount of HGV traffic 
currently travels through Iver Village, with 
surveys indicating that around 1,500 HGVs 
currently pass through the village on a 
typical weekday. 

Observations have indicated that there is 
significant traffic congestion and associated 
hazardous road safety conditions along the 
High Street. The combination of HGVs, on-
street parking and high levels of through 
traffic increase the risk of conflict and 
contribute to a poor environment for people 
and transport movement. An Air Quality 
Management Area has been declared 
within the area, reflecting grave concerns 
on the levels of pollution that have been 
recorded on the High Street as a result of 
the polluting lorries especially during the 
slow-moving congested periods of each 
day. Levels of nitrogen dioxide breach legal 
limits, and can cause serious respiratory and 
heart conditions. There is also particulate 
matter pollution present for which there is 
currently no evidence to support a safe level 
of exposure. 

Buckinghamshire County Council’s (BCC) 
Transport for Buckinghamshire (TfB) 
published a Transport Paper (March 
2010) which looked at the issues of HGV 
movements in and around the Iver/Richings 
area and highlighted the considerable 
concern that such movements had on 
the residents of Iver Village, resulting in 
negative environmental, road safety and 
amenity issues in people’s everyday lives. 
In particular, the two schools located along 
the High Street are particularly prone to 
hazardous highway conditions created by 
heavy traffic flows and on-street parking 
combined with high numbers of HGV 
movements. 
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To make air quality and road safety 
conditions worse, HGV and traffic levels 
are predicted to increase in the near 
future, because of movement of material 
from major infrastructure projects nearby, 
such as the CEMEX works, the Western 
Rail Link to Heathrow (WRLtH) project, 
M4 Smart Motorway works, completion 
of Crossrail and then the considerable 
Heathrow Expansion in the longer term. 
Additionally, associated works with the 
WRLtH are anticipated to close Hollow Hill 
Lane, resulting in additional traffic routing 
through Iver. 

The concept of an Iver Village Relief Road 
to reduce HGVs using the High Street is 
not a new one and has been considered for 
over 20 years, but to date nothing has been 
suitably planned and delivered. This is now 
more important than ever, and indeed, the 
transport evidence base supporting the 
emerging plan states that an Iver Relief 
Road is ‘critical’ infrastructure, ‘required’ as 
part of the Local Plan. It has been stated in 
the evidence base that ‘The County Council 
have advised that an Iver Relief Road is 
required to relieve the significant transport 
pressures in this part of the county.’ 

There is an opportunity to provide a road 
as part of a sustainable development which 
will assist in reducing the amount of HGV 
traffic movements through Iver Village, 
and as such deliver significant benefits to 
existing local residents. 

A few key benefits of a Relief Road for Iver 
as DWH are proposing, are:

• Potential to remove around 75% of HGV 
traffic (700 HGVs per day) and around 
a third of general traffic from Iver High 
Street 

• No major barriers to cross, and therefore 
a cheaper, easier and quicker to deliver 
Relief Road than alternative options 

• Purpose-designed Relief Road, 
connecting to suitable existing local 
roads, discouraging use of the High 
Street 

• Potential traffic calming, such as gateway 
features and speed reduction, through 
the village 

• Road safety benefits for vulnerable users 
including pedestrians, school children 
and parents, cyclists etc. 

• A Relief Road that is entirely deliverable 
because of a favourable land ownership 
position 

• A Relief Road that will be fully funded 
by the developer and not the taxpayer 

• Early delivery of the Relief Road, 
reducing development impact on the 
local road network, and reducing risk of 
delayed development (and therefore risks 
to five-year land supply). 

 An Iver Village Relief Road will create a 
new settlement edge, thereby providing 
a well-contained and sustainable location 
for residential development to its north. 
Structural planting along the Iver Village 
Relief Road would screen the proposed 
development and provide a natural and 
defensible edge to the Green Belt.
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FIguRE 2.  AERIAL PHOTOgRAPH
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NPPF Purposes of the 

Green Belt

Site’s Existing 

Contribution 

Comment 

To check the unrestricted sprawl of 
large built up areas

Limited The Site is physically contained by Thorney 
Lane North, Langley Park Road and the 
Ridgeway Trading Estate to the east, west 
and south east of the Site respectively, and 
immediately adjoins the settlement edge of 
Iver to the north. The south-west boundary is 
currently undefined on the ground. 

The Site provides a limited contribution to 
checking unrestricted sprawl as the settlement 
pattern Iver has already extended in a 
fragmented pattern, resulting in very limited 
distances between the settlement edge at the 
Ridgeway Industrial Estate and Shredding 
Green Farm. 

The Site provides the opportunity for a 
coherent extension to Iver contained by a 
robust southern boundary that would not 
constitute unrestricted sprawl.

To prevent neighbouring towns 
merging into one another

Very Limited Iver is physically and visually separated from 
Langley/Slough to its south by fields, roads, 
the railway line, and the Slough Arm of the 
Grand Union Canal, and the small settlement of 
Shredding Green.  A substantial swathe of open 
fields to the south of the Site would maintain 
the separation between Iver and Langley/
Slough.

Separation between Iver and Richings Park, to 
the south, is provided by the railway line, the 
Slough Arm of the Grand Union Canal, and an 
undeveloped area with substantial vegetation 
cover between the railway and the canal, and 
the Ridgeway Trading Estate

To assist in safeguarding the 
countryside from encroachment

Limited / Some The Site is considered to have a limited 
countryside character as the southern edge 
of Iver, road networks and the large scale 
buildings on the Ridgeway Trading Estate exert 
an urbanising influence.

To preserve the setting and special 
character of historic towns

None The Site is not located in the setting of 
an historic town. The Site is physically 
separated from the Iver Conservation 
Area by approximately 150m, consisting of 
predominantly twentieth century estate 
development. These existing buildings also 
visually separate the Site from the historic core.  
, and as such makes no contribution to the 
setting and special character of the historic part 
of the settlement of Iver.

gREEN BELT REVIEW
The Site covers approximately 31.4ha and is 
located within the Metropolitan Green Belt 
(MGB), which covers 12,350ha (87%) of the 
district. Therefore, the Site forms a very minor 
part of the district’s MGB. The South Bucks 
District Local Plan (adopted March 1999) 
identifies that the MGB serves to protect the 
district’s highly valued countryside, to ensure 
that the existing fragmentation of the MGB is 
not made worse and that the fundamental aim 
is to prevent urban sprawl.

Urban development has already occurred to 
the south of the Site at the Ridgeway Trading 
Estate, resulting in an existing MGB boundary, 
which is fragmented.

In the Buckinghamshire Green Belt Review 
(March 2016) and the Chiltern District Council 
and South Bucks District Council Green Belt 
Assessment Part 2 Update (April 2019) the Site 
has been considered as part of a much wider 
parcel of Green Belt.  The first assessment 
identified that the eastern part of the Site 
as scoring weakly against the Green Belt 
purposes, due to the envelopment by existing 
development, diminished linkages with the 
wider countryside and strong inter-visibility 
with surrounding built form. However, as both 
the 2016 and 2019 assessment appraise the Site 
as part of an extensive area, the assessments 
are considered too generalised, therefore the 
contribution of the Site to the four purposes of 
the NPPF Green Belt, considered  in both Green 
Belt Reviews, has been assessed in more detail 
as set out in the table opposite. 

The analysis concludes that the Site makes a 
None/Some contribution to the NPPF Green 
Belt purposes and is therefore considered that 
the Site is suitable for release from the Green 
Belt. Whilst the development would result in 
a localised reduction of agricultural fields, it is 
proposed that the development would be set 
within a comprehensive landscape framework. 
A new landscape buffer would create a strong 
defensible boundary to the edge of Iver and 
provide the opportunity to enhance the 
character of the wider landscape.
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FIguRE 3.  LANDSCAPE CONTEXT PLAN
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PuBLIC COMMENTS 
MADE AT COMMuNITY 
CONSuLTATION EVENT
A community consultation event to explain 
David Wilson Homes’ proposals was held at 
Iver Village Hall from 6.30 pm to 9.30 pm on 
Tuesday, 8 November 2016.

A four-page leaflet, giving details of the 
proposals including how the number of 
HGVs and through traffic would be reduced 
in the High Street, was hand delivered to 
4,800 households and shops in the High 
Street prior to the event.  Several shops 
and other businesses in the High Street, 
in Langley Park Road and Richings Park 
also allowed posters in their windows to 
publicise the consultation.

A total of 231 residents attended and a 
questionnaire sought to obtain local feedback 
on issues surrounding the proposals.

In answer to the question: “Do you believe 
that there needs to be an Iver Relief Road 
to reduce HGV and through traffic on the 
High Street,” 85 per cent of respondents said: 
“Yes.”

Some 49 per cent said “Yes” to the question: 
“Should new housing completely fund the 
Relief Road?”

More than half (59 per cent) of respondents 
said “Yes” to the question: “Is it preferable 
that new housing in Iver Village is within 
walking and cycling distance of the High 
Street and other facilities so that residents 
would not need to use their cars for local 
daily trips since parking on the High Street 
is an existing problem?”

The question: “Are there any other local 
facilities or community benefits you would 
like to see on the David Wilson Homes’ site,” 
included several variations.  However, the 
top two favourite benefits were a secondary 
school and improved medical facilities. 

“Do you believe that there needs to be an Iver Relief Road 
to reduce HGV and through traffic on the High Street,”

“Is it preferable that new housing in Iver Village is 
within walking and cycling distance of the High Street 
and other facilities so that residents would not need to 
use their cars for local daily trips since parking on the 

High Street is an existing problem?”

“Are there any other local facilities or 
community benefits you would like to see 

on the David Wilson Homes’ site,”

yes

yes

85%

59%
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Vision

A series of green links provide connections 
to both the village centre and recreational 
routes into the wider countryside, thereby 
creating a well-connected neighbourhood. 

A green buffer, with structural planting 
along the proposed Iver Village Relief 
Road, will create a defensible boundary to 
the Green Belt and provide a new, green 
settlement edge, defining the perimeter 
of Iver and providing a natural and logical 
location for residential development 
between the Iver Village Relief Road and 
the existing southern edge of Iver.    

The development will provide 
predominantly family housing in a 
range of sizes and tenures, including 
affordable housing, thereby contributing 
to the retention of families in the area and 
supporting the vitality and viability of Iver.

It is our vision to create an attractive and sustainable 
neighbourhood to the south of Iver. A primary school, care home, 
shop and various open spaces are proposed at the heart of the 
development, providing a range of facilities for the benefit of 
both existing and new residents of Iver.
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FIguRE 4.  ILLuSTRATIVE FRAMEWORK MASTERPLAN IN WIDER CONTEXT
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Site Opportunities 
& Constraints

The Illustrative Framework Masterplan has been developed from a 
comprehensive analysis of the Site’s constraints and opportunities. 
The key findings and design responses are summarised below:

TRANSPORT
Initial work has been undertaken analysing 
the existing road network and traffic flows. 
An Iver Village Relief Road is proposed 
between Langley Park Road and Thorney 
Lane North, which aims to reduce HGV 
movements through the centre of Iver and 
therefore reduce localised environmental, 
safety and amenity issues. The use of the 
Iver Village Relief will be encouraged 
through careful design of the junctions at 
either end of the relief road, to encourage 
traffic to use the new route, as well as 
through the potential to introduce traffic 
calming and gateway features along the 
High Street, to reduce speeds and discourage 
through-traffic. 

Vehicular access into the development 
will be provided from the Iver Village 
Relief Road, via priority junctions. Foot 
and cyclepaths are proposed within the 
landscape buffer adjacent to the Iver Village 
Relief Road, creating safe and attractive 
routes for pedestrians and cyclists through 
the development. Safe crossing points will 
be provided where key pedestrian and cycle 

routes cross the Iver Village Relief Road and 
link into the existing network of PRoWs and 
wider pedestrian/cycle network. 

In addition, a series of pedestrian and cycle 
routes will link into Iver’s existing walking 
and cycling network to provide access 
to local facilities, thereby encouraging 
sustainable travel choices. The key 
pedestrian/cycle links are likely to include 
access to Leacroft Road, The Iver Recreation 
Ground, the High Street via Grange Way 
and Colne Orchard (via an existing PRoW). 
These links will also increase sustainable 
travel choices between Iver and the station. 

Iver benefits from a good range of services 
and facilities including:

• Iver village centre to the north of the 
Site, which comprises shops, restaurants 
and pubs, the Village Hall, churches, 
Iver Medical Centre, a pharmacy, dental 
practice and a post office; 

• The Iver Village Infant and Junior School 
are located approximately 450m and 
500m from the Site; 

• Employment opportunities at Ridgeway 
Trading Estate, Thorney Business Park 
and Court Lane Estate, and further afield 
in central London, Uxbridge, Slough and 
at Heathrow Airport.

Additional facilities will be provided within 
the proposed development, which could 
include: 

• Primary school 

• Local shops 

• Healthcare facility 

• Open space, play and recreation areas 

The proposed development aims to maintain 
and strengthen the landscape character of 
the Site and its surroundings by adopting 
the following key principles: 

• Careful consideration of the proposed 
layout to form a coherent extension to 
Iver; 

• Provision of a strong, green buffer on the 
southern edge of the relief road through 
the site, to provide a defensible boundary 
to the Green Belt; 

• Provide a robust settlement boundary 
through new structural planting along 
the relief road and the enhancement 
of existing planting along the southern 
development edge, to provide a definitive 
and attractive southern edge to Iver, 
whilst contributing positively to the 
wider landscape character; 

• Retain and enhance existing vegetation 
wherever possible and viable; 

• Provide additional tree planting along 
Thorney Lane North frontage; 

• Provide connections to the retained Iver 
Recreation Ground; 

• Maintain and enhance existing footpath 
links into the network of footpaths, 
including the Grand Union Canal; and 

• Provide green links to connect existing 
and proposed open spaces creating a 
network of recreational opportunities.
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LANDSCAPE & VISuAL 
IMPACT
An initial landscape and visual impact 
assessment has been undertaken, which 
concludes that the Site is relatively 
unconstrained in landscape and visual 
terms. There is limited visibility into the 
Site from the surrounding area, with the 
principal visual receptors being the users of 
the footpaths which cross the Site, and the 
residents of housing on the southern edge 
of Iver. The landscape character comprises 
large scale, principally arable, fields with 
limited stretches of hedgerow and / or trees 
providing the only landscape features of 
note across the Site. The existing farm and 
other buildings on Site have little aesthetic 
appeal, whilst the dilapidated single storey 
building and associated paraphernalia are 
visual detractors.

The proposed development aims to maintain 
and strengthen the landscape character of 
the Site by implementing the following key 
principles:

• Maintain and enhance existing footpath 
links with the network of footpaths, 
including the Grand Union Canal;

• Provide connections to the Iver 
Recreation Ground;

• Retain and enhance existing vegetation 
wherever possible and viable;

• Provide new structural planting and 
enhance existing planting along the 
southern development edge adjacent to 
the relief road to create a new, robust and 
defensible southern boundary to Iver;

• Provide additional tree planting along 
Thorney Lane North frontage;

ECOLOgY
An ecological baseline assessment has 
identified that:

• The Site supports a limited diversity 
of commonly occurring habitats, all of 
which were species poor and subject to 
management/land use practices which 
limit their ecological potential; 

• The two main habitat types that 
dominate the Site are pasture and fields 
in intensive arable use. These were 
interspersed by species-poor, largely 
remnant, hedgerows and recently 
planted (within the last 5 years) 
hawthorn hedgerows;

• Some of these hedgerows are likely to 
function (at least in part) as wildlife 
corridors between the Site and the wider 
countryside;

• A number of protected and/or notable 
species are likely to be present at the 
Site. These are bats (foraging only), 
badger (foraging only), nesting birds, 

common reptile species, great crested 
newts (terrestrial phase only) and brown 
hairstreak. However, none of these 
species are likely to be represented to a 
degree that would preclude development 
of the Site or limit the Site’s residential 
capacity;

The following measures are proposed 
to protect, enhance and extend the 
biodiversity on the Site: 

• Retain and enhance hedgerow habitats 
wherever possible;

• Encourage wildlife within green open 
spaces and public realm through the 
careful selection of plant species; 

• Encouraging wildlife within private 
space and buildings through the creation 
of a green space network;

• Create a functioning network of 
connected green space through the 
development;

• Creation and adoption of a sensitive 
Management Plan to ensure that 
retained habitats are enhanced and 
conserved long-term. 
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DRAINAgE 
The land is relatively flat with a 
slight fall to the south of the Site.  A 
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)  
will be implemented over the proposed 
development, including a series of balancing 
ponds and porous driveway which will 
provide a controlled surface water run-
off system. The balancing ponds also 
enhance and diversify the landscape along 
the Iver Village Relief Road, and provide 
opportunities for ecological enhancement.

AIR QuALITY 
The Site’s separation from the M25 
motorway, and the prevailing wind 
direction that will blow traffic emissions 
away from the Site, mean that local air 
quality will not cause significant design 
constraints for the proposed development. 

Currently, Iver Parish is covered by an Air 
Quality Management Area. In particular, 
levels of nitrogen dioxide on the High 
Street breach legal limits, which could cause 
serious respiratory and heart conditions 
for local people. There is also particulate 
matter pollution present for which there is 
currently no evidence to support a safe level 
of exposure. 

Delivery of the proposed development and 
Relief Road is likely to lead to removal of a 
large proportion of HGVS and traffic from 
Iver High Street, and reassignment on to 
a purpose-designed relief road. This could 
reduce air pollution on the High Street and 
around sensitive receptors such as Iver 
Infant and Junior Schools, and give an 
overall improvement in air quality.  

NOISE
The primary noise sources are the local 
roads and the northern units within the 
Ridgeway Trading Estate. Road traffic 
noise is relatively high along both Langley 
Park Road to the west and Thorney Lane 
North to the east, but only affect very 
short sections along the site boundary. 
Routine forms of mitigation will ensure 
compliance with internal noise standards, 
and placing private amenity gardens behind 
the dwellings will enable outdoor noise 
standards to be met.

Noise from some of the activities within 
the Ridgeway Trading Estate and the farm 
at Langley Park Road are likely to trigger 
some adverse noise effects when assessed 
under BS 4142:2014 Methods for rating and 
assessing industrial and commercial sound. 
Non-sensitive uses, including open space, 
SuDS and a possible employment area, are 
proposed along the boundary with the 
Ridgeway Trading Estate to prevent noise 
annoyance and complaints.

uTILITIES
The Site is well placed in relation to 
existing service utilities, and connecting 
the proposed development to these should 
be relatively straightforward. However, 
capacity checks will have to be carried out 
as part of the ongoing technical work. 

An existing 400mm foul sewer crosses the 
Site east-west. The sewer and its required 
easement will either be incorporated within 
the design or relocated under the proposed 
Iver Village Relief Road. Relocation of the 
sewer is currently considered the preferred 
solution, however further technical work is 
required to investigate the feasibility of this 
option.     

ARCHAEOLOgY
An archaeological desktop assessment has 
been undertaken, which has found records 
of a Homestead Moat within the western 
part of the Site. There is a high potential 
for the survival of below-ground evidence 
within this area that could be of regional 
significance. The area around the Moat will, 
where possible be included as public open 
space. 

The remainder of the Site has moderate to 
low potential for previously undiscovered 
archaeological evidence, given its sustained 
agricultural usage. There were no 
designated archaeological assets (Scheduled 
Monuments) recorded within or 1km from 
the Site.
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LAND QuALITY
Consultations with Natural England 
are required under the Development 
Management Procedure Order in relation to 
development proposals that involve the loss 
of 20 hectares or more of the best and most 
versatile (BMV) agricultural land. As this 
threshold introduces the national interest, it 
is a measure of a significant development of 
agricultural land.

The site has been assessed to determine its 
Agricultural Land Classification (ALC). The 
site has been found to comprise Grade 1, 
Grade 2 and 3b quality land. Agricultural 
land quality at the site is affected mostly by 
soil droughtiness, although this has only 
minor limitations to Grade 1 or 2. In the 
west of the site a small number of profiles 
are found with a wetness and workability 
limitation to moderate quality Subgrade 
3b. It is estimated that c.27ha of the site 
comprises Grade 1 and 2 quality land, less 
than 20 ha of which could potentially be lost 
through the development of the site. This 
is not considered to amount to ‘significant’ 
development of agricultural land.
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Illustrative Proposals
DESIgN PRINCIPLES 

Landscape 
A strong, green buffer along the relief road 
to the south of the Site provides a new 
settlement edge and a defensible boundary 
to the Green Belt.. The green links connect 
existing and proposed open spaces creating a 
network of recreational opportunities. This 
strong network of landscape buffers, green 
links and structural planting also presents an 
opportunity for ecological enhancement.  

FIguRE 5.  LANDSCAPE CONCEPT FIguRE 6.  BuILT FORM CONCEPT

FIguRE 7.  MOVEMENT CONCEPT

Movement
The proposed Iver Village Relief Road is 
expected to reduce HGV and through-traffic 
impact on Iver Village and provides access 
to the proposed development to its north. A 
series of north-south green links connect 
the development both to facilities in Iver 
village and the network of recreational 
routes in the wider countryside. These links 
through the Site also improve connectivity 
between Iver and the station.

Built Form
The new settlement edge along the relief 
road has created a natural and logical 
location for residential development. The 
density, scale and architecture of the 
development should complement its local 
context to create a neighbourhood which 
is both distinctive and in keeping with the 
character of Iver. Proposed facilities are 
combined at the heart of the development 
and are easy accessible via one of the key 
green links.
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FIguRE 8.  CONCEPT PLAN
N
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ILLuSTRATIVE 
FRAMEWORK 
MASTERPLAN
The Illustrative Framework Masterplan 
has derived from the assessment of the 
wider context and the Site’s constraints and 
opportunities and is based on the following 
key principles:

• Open spaces and new facilities are 
located at the heart of the development 
to create a focal point in the 
neighbourhood and to ensure they are 
easy accessible for both new and existing 
residents of Iver;

• A Iver Village Relief Road at the south 
of the Site will facilitate access into the 
development, whilst also providing an 
alternative route for HGV traffic thereby 
reducing traffic impact on the High 
Street; 

• A landscape buffer with structural 
planting along the Iver Village Relief 
Road creates a new, green settlement 
edge and a defensible boundary to the 
Metropolitan Green Belt; 

• Green links provide foot and cycle 
connections between Iver village centre 
and the existing footpaths network into 
the wider country side;

• Existing Public Rights of Ways (PRoWs) 
will be retained and enhanced within the 
proposed development; 

• Existing landscape features will be 
retained wherever possible and viable;

• New planting will be included to create 
an attractive and green neighbourhood;

• A series of Sustainable Drainage Systems 
(SuDS) have been incorporated to 
accommodate surface water run-off  and 
provide ecological enhancements;

• Ecological habitats will be included to 
enhance the biodiversity on the Site. 

The proposed development offers 
approximately 15ha of residential 
development area. A neighbourhood of 
approximately 500 homes will achieve a 
traditional residential density approach 
(33 dph) which is considered desirable and 
suitable in this location. The proposals also 
include space for a primary school (1.2ha) 
retirement home (0.7ha) and medical centre 
in response to feedback received at the 
public exhibition held in November 2016.

The remainder of the Site will be retained 
as open space, incorporating features such 
as existing vegetation; new open spaces, 
including opportunities for sports, children’s 
play and informal recreation; a landscape 
buffer with structural planting along the 
south and a series of green links. 
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FIguRE 9.  ILLuSTRATIVE FRAMEWORK MASTERPLAN N
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Sustainability 
& Conclusion

The success of a place relies on the 
interplay between economic, social and 
environmental factors. These factors must 
be considered in equal measure as they are 
mutually dependent. 

An assessment of the three dimensions 
has therefore provided a basis upon which 
the Site’s sustainability credentials can be 
understood. In addition, the assessment 
of these factors has subsequently helped 
to identify where best within the Site 
residential development should occur.

ECONOMIC
Sustainable development approaches 
encourage locations where existing services 
and employment opportunities can bring 
immediate benefit to future residents. 
The Site location offers future residents 
the opportunity to benefit from existing 
services in Iver village centre, whilst also 
providing good public transport connections 
to further facilities at Slough, Reading and 
London.

The Site’s location and its case for development have evolved through 
consideration of the three dimensions of sustainable development, as outlined 
in the NPPF; namely the economic, social and environmental dimensions.

An additional benefit in providing new 
homes close to existing services and 
employment opportunities is the added 
economic support new residents will 
provide to village centres. The NPPF 
recognises town/village centres as the heart 
of their community and encourages efforts 
to support their viability and vitality. It 
appreciates that residential development 
can play an important role in ensuring the 
vitality of centres and seeks to encourage 
policies that help residential development 
come forward on suitable sites. With the 
Site being located within an approximately 
800m range of Iver village centre, new 
residential development presents the 
opportunity to bring added economic 
benefit and increased vitality to Iver village 
centre.

The village of Iver provides a sustainable 
place for people to live due to its location 
and facilities. Existing and future residents 
will benefit by being within easy reach of 
the M25, and national rail links; meaning 
residents working outside the district can 
access their workplace with relative ease. 

Economic drivers therefore encourage 
development to be placed close to Iver 
village centre and the existing transport 
networks.

SOCIAL
The significant amount of HGV traffic has 
impacted on the character of Iver and the 
attractiveness of the village as a place to 
live. The provision of a Iver Village Relief 
Road as part of these proposals will reduce 
HGV traffic in Iver village, and therefore 
provide an opportunity to restore the 
‘village feel’ and attractiveness of Iver. 

The Iver Village Relief Road and associated 
structural planting will form a new, 
defensible settlement boundary, and creates 
a natural and logical place for development. 
The proposals therefore provide an 
opportunity for Iver to grow without 
negatively impacting on the identity of the 
village. 

The proposals also present the opportunity 
to provide a mix of housing including the 
provision of affordable housing and starter 
homes, which are currently high on the 
Government’s housing agenda.

In response to local demand for a medical 
centre expressed at the public exhibition 
the proposals present an opportunity for 
provision at the heart of the Site, as shown 
on Fig 9.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Future development can complement Iver’s 
built and historic environment through 
careful design consideration. A series 
of green links could be formed between 
the village and the network of Public 
Rights of Ways in the vicinity of the Site, 
thereby maintaining and reinforcing the 
connections between Iver and the wider 
countryside. These green links could also 
function as wildlife corridors and therefore 
combine amenity value with ecological 
benefits. 

Areas of open space with opportunities for 
sports, play and informal recreation could 
be provided along the green links to create 
accessible green spaces for the enjoyment of 
both new and existing residents of Iver for 
years to come.  

A green buffer with structural planting 
along the relief road to the south of the Site 
could form a strong settlement edge and 
a defensible boundary to the Green Belt, 
thereby also providing a natural place for 
residential development.
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PHASINg & DELIVERY
David Wilson Homes Southern is committed to provide a high 
quality neighbourhood to the south of Iver. The development 
would come forward in phases of approximately 100 houses 
per year. Given the significant benefits the Iver Village Relief 
Road will bring to Iver the developer is committed to commence 
works on the road with the first phase of housing. It is likely the 
road will be completed 2 years after the start of construction.  

CONCLuSION
This Development Vision document demonstrates how an 
attractive and sustainable neighbourhood can be created on 
the Land to the south of Iver. It sets out how the proposed Iver 
Village Relief Road can reduce the negative impact of HGV 
traffic in the village and create a sustainable place for future 
development. 

A range of facilities for the benefit of both new and existing 
residents of Iver will be delivered, including areas of open 
space, a primary school, retirement housing and a shop. The 
development will provide a range of family houses, thereby 
contributing to the retention of families in the local area. 

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

EC
ON

OM
IC

SuSTAINABLE  
DEVELOPMENT
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